
William, Lord Berkeley

GWEN WATERS

The life of Willm lord  Berkeley the  first  of that name, stiled in writings, Willm
Berkeley knight; And Willm  Berkeley of  Berkeley knt; And Willm  lord Berkeley,
And Willm  lord Berkeley Viscount  Berkeley; And Willm Earle Marshall and of
Nottingham. And Willm Marques Berkeley; And after the 4th. of king Henry the
7th.  his stile  was, Willm  Marques  Berkeley, Earle  Marshall and of Nottingham,
great Marshall of England, Viscount Berkeley, lord of  Berkeley, lord  of Mowbray,
and Segrave, and  Baron  of  Bedford  .  . .  And may bee called Willm the wast all.
Contemporary with  Edward  the fourth, Edward  the fifth, Richard the third, and
Henry the.  7th  from.  1463. till  1491.

John  Smyth, The  Lives  of the  Berkeleys.‘

1T PAINS JOHN SMYTH, devoted biographer of the  Berkeleys  as he was, to  sully
such a roll of  honours  with the wry title  ‘William  Waste-all’.

Smyth served  the  House  of  Berkeley as  Steward  from  1584  to 1641 and
during this time he painstakingly searched  national and family archives  in  order  to
record  the  Berkeley annals  up to the year 1618, with an  addition  to  1628.  His aim
was to  provide  the young George, Lord  Berkeley, then about age sixteen, with
examples  from the lives of his  forbears  so  that  he might  benefit  or be  warned
accordingly.  Generally he is full of  admiration  for  these past  Berkeleys but he
does  not mince his  words  when he  feels  one  falls  short  of the  usual  family
excellence.  As the  Dictionary of National Biography says: ‘Smyth’s  style  is quaint
and  somewhat rude.’2

He is  more than ‘somewhat’ rude  about  the unfortunate William and  says
‘ffrom  the foule  life  of  this  lord may bee drawn  many faire  instructions for  his.
posterity’ (so his life, had, at  least, this  negative value) but the  posterity of which
he  speaks, having the  benefit  of longer hindsight, may be  more  inclined to  temper
justice  with  clemency.’ William  Berkeley, like so many of his  compeers, suffered
in his  early life  such  trials and traumas  that  his  character  and  personality could
hardly be  expected  to  develop unfractured.  It was  a  time when violence  and
intrigue  were  rife  and, in addition, he had the  misfortune  to be brought up in the
midst of  a  particularly vicious family feud  which  affected  the  whole  of his life and
extended  beyond it so  that  it clouded the Berkeley history for no  less  than one
hundred  and ninety-two  years.

This situation had  arisen, as was so  often  the  case, because  of  debatable
inheritance through the  female  line. Maurice, ninth  Lord  Berkeley, had two sons
Thomas  and  James. Thomas became  tenth  Lord  Berkeley and  married Margaret, -
heiress  of  Lord  de Lisle and  Tyes.  They had one daughter, Elizabeth, who married
Richard Beauchamp, Earl  of  Warwick, but  there were  no  sons  of this marriage
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either, only three  daughters the eldest of whom, Margaret, became the second wife
_of John, Lord Talbot, Earl of Shrewsbury. It was this Countess of Shrewsbury
and her son and grandson, John  and Thomas Talbot, the Viscounts  Lisle, who
proved  such a thorn in the flesh to the Berkeleys. James, heir  of  Maurice‘s  second
son, James, inherited the  title  of Lord Berkeley, the Talbots being egmluded as
decendants through the female line.  William, the  subject of this article, was son of
James, eleventh Lord Berkeley, and his second wife, Isabel Mowbray.

Isabel had married  Henry, Lord Ferrars of  Groby as her first husband (her
grandson being that Sir John Grey who became the  first  husband of Elizabeth
Woodvillc), she was of royal descent and brought vast estates as her portion, but
she is of particular importance in this account because of her Mowbray connexion
and the bearing this was to have on the question of the Mowbray inheritance.‘

William was  born  at Berkeley Castle in 1426, ‘And there bred up with his
parents who then had not any other removinge  house.” At the age of thirteen he
entered the  service of the Bishop of Winchester with whom he  went  to Calais and
was knighted soon afterwards, while still  in his minority. During these years of his
early life  his‘family was constantly threatened by the Warwick/Talbot faction
who were high in the favour of Queen Margaret of Anjou. On one occasion  Lord
James  and his sons were  seized  by the  Earl  and Countess of Shrewsbury and

'  imprisoned for eleven weeks, great  pressure  being imposed upon them to sign
deeds and bonds which amounted to the staggering-sum of £34,000 in order to
obtain  their  release.‘

‘And they were  plainly told by the said Countesse, that if they would  not in each
_ thing do as  they were  required,  they should plainly dye:  whereupon to their great
heaviness  they did  whatsoever they would, how prejuditiall so  ever  to their
inheritance and contrary to all right and  conscience."

James  and his sons returned to Berkeley Castle where  they were forced to
remain in what amounted to a state of seige, (‘And  his sons being also imbroiled in
many troubles, kept  close with their father,’) while the Lady Isabel was obliged to
travel to London to present her husband’s cause in Law. From there she  wrote  the
following famous and charming letter:

“To my right worshipfull and  reverend lord  and husband be this Ire  delivered.
Right worshipfull and reverend lord and husband, I commend mee to you with all
my whole hart, desyring alwayes to hem of your good wellfare. the which God
maintayne and increase ever to your  worship.  And it please you to hearc how I fare,
Sr. Squall and Squall; Thomas  Roger and  Jacket  have asked surety of pease of mee,
for their intent was to bringe mee into  the'Tower,,'But  I  trust in God to  mdrrow‘That
I shall goe in  bayle  unto the next Terme, and soe to see home  And'then  to  come
againe; And Sur  I  trust to God and you will not treat with  them, but keep your own
in the  most  manlyest wise, ye shall  have  the land for ones and  end:  Be  well  were of
Venables of Alderley, of  Thom Mull  and your false Counsel]: keep well your place,
The Earle of Shrmbury lyeth  right nye you, and shapeth all the  wyles  that has can
to  distrusse you and yours, for he will not meddle  vn'th  you openly no; manner of
wise, but it bee with great falsdome that hee can bring about to beguile you, or els
that  he caused that ye  have  so  fewe peopull  about  you, then will he set on you,
for he saith hee will  never come  to the king againe till he have done you an ill tume;
'Sur  your  matter  speedeth and doth right well, save my daughter costeth great good;
At the reverence of God  send money or els  I  must lay my horse to pledge and come
home on my feet: keep well  all about you till  I  come home, and trete not  without  ,
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mee, And then all thinge  shall  be well with the grace of Almighty God, who have
you in his keeping: written at London the wednesday next after Whitsunday.

Your  wife  the lady of Berkeley."

This lady, of  whom  Smyth cannot speak too highly for her  virtue  and loving
’  duty towards  her husband and family, attended  court  at  Gloucester upon the legal

affairs  in which she was so loyally engaged and was  there seized by order  of the
Countess of  Shrewsbury and  imprisoned  in  Gloucester Castle.  There she was kept
till she was dead ‘in the most piteous wise that  ever  was  lady of her birth’.’ It
seems  so high did  Shrewsbury and his son, Lord Lisle, stand in the favour of
Henry VI and his  Queen  that no action was  taken  to  rescue  her or even alleviate
her sufferings. She was  buried  in the chancel of the Grey Friars, Gloucester,
which was later  repaired  by her grandson, Maurice, 14th  Lord  Berkeley, in her
memory.  Against this background of  malice  and tragedy William  came to
maturity, so it is  understandable  that, in his later  years, he seemed at  odds with life
and  determined  to get  even  with his  enemies.

At the age of sixty-three  James, his father, married for the last time. His new
wife was, amazingly, Joan, daughter of John Talbot, Earl of  Shrewsbury, his old
enemy and Smyth  seems to  approve  of this  strange  match saying that not only did
James  thus  strengthen  his own  affairs  but weakened the  power  of his
adversaries.lo What William  Berkeley thought of  such  an alliance we can  only
conjecture.  He had, of  course, by this  time  reached full adulthood but was still
unmarried  himself. When his father died he agreed to pay his widow £100 a year
for  life, which grant was transferred to her second husband, Edmond  Hungerford,
when she  remarried.  This  seems  a surprisingly generous  gesture considering all
that  William  and his parents had suffered at the hands of this  stepmother’s family.

William was thirty-eight at his father’s  dea'th.  By a strange quirk of fate the
close  confinement which had been  imposed on  Lord  James and his  sons  for most
of their  lives  up to this time, had  preserved  them from having to side with  either
one  faction  or the  othpr in the York/Lancaster  conflicts.  The Berkelcys, therefore, .
had suffered  less  in the  civil  war than any other  family of equal standing.

Edward  IV had been reigning for three years when William inherited the title
of Lord  Berkeley.  ‘Upon  the  lord  James’ death,’ says  Smyth, the  controversies
‘began the  stream  afresh’ between  Lord  William  and Margaret, Countess  of
Shrewsbury, ‘two mercilesse natures not unevenly encountringc.’” Both petitioned
the King, Berkeley speaking of the imprisonment and death of his  mother  and of
the  privations  suffered by him and his father and  brothers  at the hands of the
Countess, and she  replying with an account of Berkeley attacks  upon  her
properties, including the sawing down of window  timber  and  posts, and the  seizing
of valuable  goods.  Both vied with each  other  in registering their  complaints and it
seems  that adversaries were never better  matched, but the King was also  much
occupied  with the unsettled affairs of his kingdom and so no satisfactory
conclusion was  -reached.

During this  period  William Berkeley at  last  married, being about forty-one
at the time. The lady was Elizabeth, daughter of  Lord  de la Ware, and Margaret,
his wife, who was a descendant of John, Lord  Mowbray. It would be interesting to
conjecture  why he had evaded matrimony so long and Smyth was greatly puzzled
by this seeming to  think  it  was'all  part of the general contrariness of this wayward
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lord.l2 It  appears  to have  been  a  loveless marriage on  both  sides  from  which
William extricated himself by means  of  divorce  as soon as  possible.

In 1468 William’s  arch  enemy, the  Countess, died but the Shrewsbury cause
was taken up with renewed vigour by her  ward  and  grandchild  Thomas, Viscount
Lisle.  In this  same  year  William  married again, his  second  wife being Joan or Jane
Willoughby, daughter  of Sir Thomas Strangwayes and Katharine his wife, and
grand-daughter of  Ralph  Neville, Earl of  Westmorland.  She was thus related to
Edward  IV and  Richard III.  Jane’s mother, Katharine, who was married four
times in  all, had been the  widow  of  John, Duke of Norfolk, so Berkeley thus
successfully achieved another  link  with the Mowbray family. As  part  of her
marriage portion  Jane  brought a  number  of manors which she had inherited
through this  Norfolk  connexion.  William, m  return, was  very generous in  making
settlements  upon  her, ‘Nothing thought too much, The greatest too  little  for her.  "
Of  this. apparently happy marriage, two  children were born, Thomas and
fiatlfirline, the latter  named  after her  grandmother  and godmother, the Duchess of

or  o  .
Meanwhile the conflict  between Berkeley and  Lord Lisle  continued  unabated

with  harassment  by both  sides.  Finally Lord Lisle challenged  Berkeley, by letter  to
settle their  differences  on the  field  of battle  ‘according to the honor and order of
knighthood.“ William  replied  at even greater length to what he  referred  to as this
‘strange  and lewd writinge’, assuring his enemy that he  would  certainly meet  him
at the  half-way place  appointed with a strong force, but which would be  only one
tenth of what he could  actually command! So on the 20 March, 1468, the last
private  battle  on English  soil  took  place  at  Nibley Green, Gloucestershire,
providing an exciting spectacle  for the local youth who  climbed  the trees of
Michaelwood  Chase the  better  to watch the  conflict.

Berkeley had the  advantage  from the start and victory was his when Lord
Lisle was  killed  by an  arrow  wound.  Shortly after the battle his wife miscarried the
child she was bearing so  that  the  Lisle  title  subsequently passed  to the  Grey
family.  The- feud between  the opposing families  was from  this  time  on  mostly
sustained in the  courts  of law  where, as has  been  said, it dragged on for many,
many years.  King Edward  was unable to intervene in the quarrel .at the  time  of the
battle because, as Smyth  says, ‘the State was in much combustion)” The King
was engaged in quelling the riots in Lincolnshire and dealing with the  treachery of
his  brother, the Duke of Clarence, and the  Earl  of Warwick and ‘Soe noe time to
take  notice of  these Nibley tumults.’

While it may seem  that vengeance for the Lady Isabel’s  death  was  wreaked
tragically upon  the old Countess’s line, retribution fell  upon  William  Berkeley not
long afterwards  when his two children, Thomas and Katharine, died  at the age of
about  seven. Although  child  deaths were anything but  uncommon at the time, it  does
seem  that  a kind  of curse  fell  upon any child  born  in the  shadow  of the  Mowbray
inheritance. It  appears that  rumour  was  rife  at the time but Smyth  dismisses  this:

‘Though the  manner  of  these  two childrens deaths bee by many old  tales diversly
delivered As  that they should dye by the biting of a mad dogg;  others that they
should  be  drowned' In one of the  castle wells;  And  others  that they should fall  from
off the  leads over  the Castle wall; (all which by several persons  at  several times  I
have  heard  related) yet I find not otherwise then that they dyed by natures ordinary
visitation And soc  I  beleeve."
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William Berkeley had no  more  children  and so his heir was now his  brother
Maurice and it  seems that from then on he became  hellbent  on  a  course of  self-
aggrandisement and  despoliation of his  Berkeley estates. Smyth thinks he was, at
least in  part, motivated  by a  quite unmerited animosity towards  his  brother  who
had loyally supported  him at Nibley and in all the family troubles.

In 1477  Berkeley conveyed his  reversion  to a moiety of the  Norfolk  estates,
which he heid in right of his  mother  Isabel, to  Edward  IV’s younger son, Richard,
Duke  of  York.” In  default  of issue of the Duke of York the inheritance  reverted  to
the King himself and his male heirs, and in  default  of  there  being such heirs, back
to  Berkeley and his  heirs, an eventuality which, at the time, can  surely not  have
been seriously envisaged.  The King for his  part agreed  to be his good and gracious
lord  and  allowed  him a discharge of  those obligations incurred  by James Berkeley
and his  sons while  held  under duress  by the  Countess  of Shrewsbury.  These  were
the  deeds  and  bonds  amounting to  £34,000  which  have  previously been referred
to and it is not  surprising that  Berkeley should  be  prepared  to go to  almost  any
lengths to rid himself of  such  an  intolerable  burden.

The  marriage  of Prince  Richard  to Anne, the little  Mowbray heiress, took
place me  next  year and, at her death which  occurred  in  a  startlingly short space  of
time afterwards, her young husband  entered  into her Norfolk inheritance as  well
as the  Mowbrag' manors  which he had already received from his  father’s  bargain
with  Berkeley.‘

In 1481/2 the King created  William Viscount  Berkeley and, following the
granting of this honour, made  him one of his  Privy Council  with an attendance
allowance of 100 marks  yearly.

Shortly afterwards, King Edward  died, and, as  Smyth  sees it, his  sons  ‘within
a few months  were  murthered  by their  unnatural] unckle and  protector  Richard
Duke  of  Gloucester called  Richard the Third’ and so, he claims, Berkeley was
reinvested with all the  manors  and lands which he had  previously conveyed  to the
yougg Puke of  York.  ‘An ill wind it  is’, Smyth  comments, ‘that  bloweth  me man
pro t.’

Smyth admits to  leaning heavily on  Stow  for his historical  information  and
has  accepted  the  popular tradition  without  really considering the implications of
the  matter.  For one thing, as  Mrs.  Routh has pointed out in the  Ricardian, certain
lands  were  exempted  fron  the Act of 16 January, 1478, as being the  property of
Jane, Countess  Berkeley, so it had not  been  such  a straightforward or
unconditional handing over  of the  Norfolk  manors as  a  cursory assessment  of the
transaction might suggest." Secondly, as we  assume  the death of the princes was
not  a publicly acknowledged fact, then Berkeley could not be  seen  publicly to
inherit through those deaths and there  were  obviously other grounds  for his re-
instatement.  A petition  from  Elizabeth, Duchess  of  Norfolk  in 1489 with  regard  to
Weston  by Baldock, one of these  Norfolk manors, states  that she was to  enjoy
this  manor  for  life, with  remainder  after  her death and the  death  of her daughter,
Anne, to  Richard  Duke of York. It  continues:  ‘She was thus  seised  on 21 August
1  HVII, and  afterwards  the said Anne dying the reversion of the  above  manor
descended  to John Howard, last  duke  of  Norfolk, as son of Margaret, and to
William, then  Viscount  now marquis of Berkeley, as son of Elizabeth, which'
Margaret  and  Elizabeth  (Isabel?) were. sisters  of John, father of  John, father of the
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said  Anne.’ There  is  some  confusion here, Anne  did not die ‘afterwards’ but
considerably before  1485  (this may be  a  fault of translation) and  John  Howard
was not  Duke  of Norfolk at the time of the child’s  death, but it is interesting that
the  reversion  of the manor is  said  to  have  taken  place  after the death of  Anne,  not
after  the  death  of Prince  Richard.  However, one cannot take too much account of
any one  statement  in  a  document which contains  obvious inaccuracies.  The
petition  does, however, contain a  reference  to the death of the  prince  but without
stating when this was  supposed  to have  taken  place: ‘Whereupon  the said  John
Howard, Duke  of Norfolk and the said  marquis after  the death of Anne and
before  the  said  lt  August  made  partition  between  them  of the aforesaid
reversions  . . .  and of the  other  lands  wherof the  said  Anne died  seised, whereby
the  aforesaid  reversion  was, amongst  other  things  allotted  to the marquis and the
aforesaid  manor  to the  duke.  The  said  Richard,  duke  of York,  died.’ 2'

There has  never been  any serious  suggestion that the young Duke of York
was  dead  by 28th  June, 1483, the  date  upon  which William Berkeley was  created
Earl  of Nottingham.22 This was one of the Norfolk  titles  but the  prize  of the
dukedom  went to  John  Howard. Smyth imagines he  knows  how Berkeley felt
about  this:

‘This  Viscount Berkeley beheld  his  Cozen  germaine and  fellowe  Copartner,  John
lord  Howard.  to bee created  Duke  of Norfolke; his ambition  labored,  if not to be
dignified as his equal], yet to sit in the  next  throne, for in the  moulds  that  cast them
both. hee  found  noe difl‘erence, nor in the mettall; Sisters  sons they were,  And this
Viscount  discended of the elder; only the kings favor  made  the ods; which he  casteth
about  to gaine  . .  .‘13

In point of law at the  time  no distinction was made in rights of  inheritance
between  daughters, and when  titles went  into  abeyance, as the Norfolk  titles
presumably did in  this  case, perhaps because of the alleged  bastardy of the  Duke
of York, it was entirely for the  monarch  to  decide  whether they should  be called
out of  abeyance or  not.“ It was the King’s  royal  prerogative to  award  them, or
not  award  them, and to whom he wished. As to why he  chose  Howard  for the
dukedom  one can only guess, possibly because  Howard was the  older  man or
because  the King thought him  more  stable,  and his  reasons  for reallocating these
honours (one assumes  that the young prince  who  owned  them  was  alive  at the
time) are  even more obscure; perhaps  Richard felt the bargain engineered by the
late  King savoured  too much of  sharp practice  and sought to  redress  it.

Berkeley does  not  seem  to  have  been  on bad  terms with  Richard  despite  the
apparent favouritism shown  to  Howard.  He  was,  like so many of the nobility,
present  at Richard’s splendid coronation. In the following March he agreed to
cede  to the King and his  heirs  male  ‘when he  should  be  required’ a  further  series  of
manors.  According to Smyth this was  ‘for  to climb higher’ but  actually his
greatest  honours  came  in the next reign.” Leland has  a  comment  to  make about
this: ‘Berkeley was ons a  sure  Frende  to King Richard the 3.  Thus partid Berkeley
from  his  Landes. First  he was  rather  winkid at  then  forgyven of the  Death  of the
Lord Lisle.  And he beyng without  Heires  his  Brothe solde and dyd  bargen  for his
owne  Sunne. Heire apparent  to the  Landes  Wherapon  Lord  Berkeley in  a  Rage
made  King Henry the 7 his Heire for  moste  of his  Lands,  and after was  made  a
Marquise. .  .. '2‘

In  about I484  William’s wife, Jane, died and he must  have assumed that  he
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would now  have  no  heir  (he did, in  fact, marry for the third time in 1486 but  there
were  no children of this last marriage) otherwise  surely he  would  not so  readily
have  disposed of his heritage. In 1484 the king’s only son  died,  too,  and when
Richard  himself was  killed  on  Bosworth Field  a  year  later  the  thirty-five manors
returned  again to  Berkeley.  Ruefully Smyth  comments that William  ignored this
second  chance to  repent  of his untoward prodigality and to  seek from  then on to
preserve  ‘those  possessions which had  been  from heaven showered  upon  him?"

Berkeley seems  to  have  managed  a  remarkable  neutrality in the conflict
between  Richard  III and  Henry Tudor:  ‘Henry the  seaventh, by the  overthrow
and  death  of Richard the  usurper, obtaineth the Crown and  weareth  it; And see
prudent  was this  Earles cariage  between those  adverse princes  and their
adherents, (ayding the one with men, the  other  with money, neither  of  both  with
his  person,) That hee  preserved  the  favor  of  both, at  least  lost  neither  of  them.“
He may have  sent  a fighting contingent to the  battle  but it  seems unlikely that he
could  have  been  on  such  subsequent  good  terms  with  Henry VII if he had  openly
sided  with  Richard’s  cause.  Perhaps  he was one of  those  who  held  back  to see
which way the  fortunes  of war  went.”

Four days  before his  coronation  the new king created  Berkeley Earl Marshal
and he  bore  the third sword at the ceremony. He was  Lord  High  Steward  at the
crowning of  Queen  Elizabeth  of York, the King’s consort, and  a  little later  was
promoted  to  Great  Marshal of  England.  Smyth is of the  opinion  that  -a
pre-contract  existed between Sir William Stanley and William Berkeley ‘for
furthering him into  these great  offices  of honor’ for, in  February, 1486, he gave his
‘part and Purpart’ of  a  number  of  manors  to the  Lord  Chamberlain.  ‘And  yet was
not his ambitious humor  sattisfyed.  .  .  .  That out of a high and pompous mind, hee
aspired  to bee  made  a  Marquess."m

It was  probably in this  year  that he  married Anne, daughter  of Sir  John
Fynes, Lord  Dacres. Smyth believed  that this wife was as ambitious as  Berkeley
himself and  that  she  fanned  the  flames  of  discord  between  her  husband  and his
brother.  She outlived Berkeley and  later  became the wife of Sir Thomas  Brandon.

William, Earl  of Nottingham, now a man in his sixties, made  a  final bid to
attain  even  higher  estate.  He made  a  covenant  with the King whereby he  settled
on him the  castle  and  manor  of Berkeley with  other  lands, reserving only a  life
interest  to himself. At the beginning of 1489 he  succeeded  in being created  a
marquis, a rank only rarely conferred  at the  time.“

He continued to distribute his  possessions  to  various  favoured  members  of
the nobility, many of whom  were  related  to him by blood  or marriage. He began
the building of a  spacious  house on the manor of  Chesterford  in Essex although he
knew it was  unlikely that he would now  have  an  heir  of his own to  enjoy it. ‘As
though it was not enough to give the king his  land, but he would build him an
house  also.  . . .  At which time, without  a  like  miraculous blessing as was sent to
Abraham  and  Sara, there  was no:  hope  of issue  between  him and his  wife, And
himself  before  the finishing could  not but  fall  into his  grave, as he did as  after
followeth  .  .  .  3”

His end did not  occur  so precipitately as  Smyth  affirms. In  fact  he lived in a
house in the  precinct  of the  sanctuary at  Westminster  for five  years, at five pounds
rent, so  that  he could  conveniently attend court and assess his chances of finally
obtaining the  coveted  dukedom. .But  he  died, still only a marquis, in 1491, at the
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ige 3f about sixty-seven and was  buried  in the Church of the Augustine  Friars  in
on on.

His will contained the customary pious  bequests and  several small legacies  to
the children of his  brother  Thomas and  other persons.  King Henry VII  entered
into  possession  of  .the  Berkeley estate  and spent ten  days  at the  castle.  Smyth  says
he  made  haste  to go  there  as he wished to lay hands  upon  certain manors
adjoining the  castle  which  were  the  property of Berkeley’s widow, and  that  he
took down  the hall at Wotton  House, another  family seat, using the  lead  to
re-roof  the  great  kitchen of Berkeley Castle so that the Wotton  manor fell  into
irreparable  ruin.” The  castle remained  the  property of the Crown until the death  -
of  Edward  VI, sixty-one  years  later, when it reverted to Henry, seventeenth Lord
Berkeley, because  the young king died without  issue.

Meanwhile, Maurice, William Berkeley’s  brother,  who  should  have  been  the
heir, became  a  landless  thirteenth  Lord  Berkeley and began his long litigation,
haunting the law  courts  in  a  patient  struggle to  recover  the  properties which
should  have  accompanied  the  title.

Let Smyth have the last  word:
‘And  take  his [William’s] character from  this, That hee was much  trusted  And
received alike honors  and  favors  from those  four  kings, Henry the sixth, Edward  the
fourth, Richard the third, and  Henry the seaventh; as  opposite  and discarding

amongst themselves, as man might bee to man; And yet this  lord  held unsuspected
by each  of  them:  But, whether  with this serpentine  prudence  hee had columbine
simplicity, I  leave  his life to  declare,  and his posterity to Judge, and  thereafter  to
make their  use.”‘
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